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ABSTRACT

Various surface treatments significantly affect the work function and surface roughness of indium tin oxide (ITO), and
thusly influence charge injection and overall performance of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs). Large number of
treatments, most commonly oxygen plasma treatment and UV-ozone treatment, have been proposed to improve
characteristics of ITO. In this work, we have investigated a) mechanical treatments (mechanical rubbing, followed by
ultrasonic bath), b) chemical treatments (dipping into aqueous solutions of various acids, including acids which have not
been investigated previously) c) thermal treatments (thermal annealing in different atmospheres) d) plasma treatments e) IJV
ozone treatment f) different combinations of the above. We have measured surface sheet resistance of the samples and
investigated surface morphology of the treated samples and compared them to "as-received" samples. We have selected
several treatments giving best results. Then we have fabricated OLEDs using iTO substrates treated with treatments
selected, as well as a control OLED fabricated on "as-received" ITO. The impact of ITO treatments on the performance of
OLEDs have been investigated on two types of devices, OLEDs with and without transport layer, having the structures
glassflTO/A1q3/Al and glass! 1TO!TPD/A1q3!Al, respectively, where Alq3 (tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum) is emitting
layer and TPD (N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'-bis(3-methyl-phenyl)--l,l'biphenil-4,4'diamine) is a hole transport layer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) are being intensively investigated in terms of efficient materials and device
structures for their great potential in the huge display market. Performance of an OLED is highly dependent on the charge
injection process. Commonly used hole injection electrode in OLEDs is indium tin oxide (ITO). ITO has low resistivity,
can be easily patterned and it is transparent in the visible spectral region. Due to its use in liquid crystal displays, ITO is
widely available. The properties of ITO are highly dependent on deposition method (thermal evaporation, sputtering or
pulsed laser deposition ) and deposition conditions, as well as various surface treatments of as-grown or as-received (for
commercially available iTO substrates) iTO substrates. Work function of iTO can vary from about 4 eV to about 5eV
depending on the surface treatment. An objective of surface treatment would be to achieve the lowest sheet resistance, the
lowest surface roughness and high work function. Work function value is particularly important for achieving more efficient
hole injection.

In order to achieve highly efficient hole injection, it is necessary to reduce the barrier for injection of holes into the
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of an organic material. A variety of surface treatments have been proposed in
the literature in order to improve efficiency, turn-on voltage, and lifetime of OLEDs. Different plasma treatments have been
proposed.''4 Chemical treatments with HC1,13 different acids and bases15"6 or aq,uaregia26 have been investigated. Other
treatments, such as mechanical2'513 thermal annealing,'7'9 or UV ozone treatment1 ,20 have also been proposed. It has been
demonstrated by Ntiesch et 1516 that work function changes of the order of 1 eV can be induced by treating iTO surface
with acids or bases. Treatment with bases reduced the work function, with the lowest value (3.9 eV) obtained with
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide N(C4H9)40H. Acid treatment increased the work function, with the best results obtained
using phosphoric acid H3P04 (5.1 eV). All the samples were exposed to oxygen plasma for 5 mm before acid or base
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treatment.15'16 No change in work function for dipping in water for 5 mm. has been found for both oxygen and argon plasma
treatment (average microwave power 200 W, exposure time five minutes). The lowest onset voltage has been obtained for
phosphoric acid treated devices, and the highest for tetrabutylammonium hydroxide treated ones. Surprisingly, water
dipping caused change in the obtained onset voltage (shift to higher value) in spite of no change observed in the work
function. NUesch et 1516 have not investigated influence of the chemical treatments to sheet resistance and surface
morphology.

Kim et al.28 have performed comprehensive investigation of the influence of various treatments (mechanical, oxygen
plasma, argon plasma, aquaregia (JHINO3:HC1: H20 1:3:20), and RCA protocol (NH3:H202:H20 1:4:20)). They have found
that mechanical rubbing (paper or teflon) slightly reduces the work function, as well as RCA protocol and ultrasonic
cleaning. Aquaregia treatment and oxygen plasma can either reduce or increase the work function, depending on the
treatment time.5 Argon plasma treatment has very small influence on the work function, slightly increases sheet resistance
and greatly increases the surface roughness of ITO substrates5 and hence can be considered as ineffective treatment for the
improvement of the performance of OLEDs. Sheet resistance was reduced only for 10 minutes oxygen plasma treatment and
wet ultrasonic cleaning, while surface roughness has been reduced by mechanical rubbing, RCA treatment, oxygen plasma,
and oxygen plasma followed by aquaregia.5 For combined oxygen plasma/aquaregia treatments, order of treatment (oxygen
plasma first, or aquaregia first) significantly influenced the obtained result. Kim et al.28 therefore propose oxygen plasma
for 10 minutes as the best treatment of iTO anodes for OLEDs applications. Oxygen plasma treatment has been found to
lead to increase in carrier concentration and decrease in mobility, resulting in overall decrease in resistivity.3 Oxygen plasma
treatment did not etch the ITO surface and did not lead to formation of hydroxide layer on the surface, while both oxygen-
plasma/aquaregia and aquaregia/oxygen plasma treatments etched the surface and caused formation of a thin metal
hydroxide rich layer on the surface.6 This is in agreement with the study of NUech et

Increase in the work function of ITO after oxygen or air plasma treatment compared to argon plasma treatment (small
decrease or insignificant change in the work function) has been confirmed by other authors as wellY"2 Recently, high work
function value of 6 eV has been reported for Ar-50% 02 plasma treatment performed after UV ozone treatment. 14Another
recent work has found that SF6 plasma treatment enables obtaining better OLED performance compared to oxygen plasma
treated one.' This improvement has been attributed to the surface incorporation of fluorine.' Fujita et al.'3 have also
obtained increase in the work function (1.2 eV increase) after oxygen plasma treatment. However, Fujita et al.'3 report that
the oxygen plasma treated ITO has highest sheet resistivity, which is in contradiction with the results of Kim et al.35 who
found that oxygen plasma treatment lowers the sheet resistance. Fujita et al.'3 also report no change in the work function for
mechanical rubbing and dipping in 7% HC1 solution, while Kim et al.35 found that mechanical rubbing decreases the work
function and increases sheet resistance. Also, HC1 treatment should produce some observable change in the work function of
ITO according to study of acid treatments performed for several acids by NUesch et According to results of Fujita et

13 oxygen plasma treatment results in smoother surface compared to as-received ITO, which is in agreement with results
of Kim et al.5 However, Kim et al.5 have found that oxygen plasma treatment produces smoother surface than mechanical
rubbing (both treatments give smoother surface than as-received iTO), while Fujita et obtained opposite result, in
addition to enhanced crystallization of TPD grown on oxygen plasma treated iTO. It should be pointed out that increase in
the work function similar to that obtained by oxygen plasma treatment can be obtained by UV-ozone treatment.'7'2°
Compared to plasma or chemical treatments, thermal annealing is not an optimal choice for the treatment of ITO. Thermal
annealing in vacuum needs to be performed up to high temperatures (.-5OO°C) to obtain decrease in resisitivity.'8 Vacuum
annealing at 500°C removes contamination from the surface and thusly contributes to the increase in the work function.'7
Annealing in air leads to increase in resistivity, while for annealing in N2fH2 significant decrease in resistivity can be
obtained even at annealing temperatures as low as 2000C.19

In this work, following treatments have been investigated: a) mechanical treatments (mechanical rubbing, followed by
ultrasonic bath), b) chemical treatments (dipping into aqueous solutions of various acids, including acids which have not
been investigated previously) c) thermal treatments (thermal annealing in different air and nitrogen) d) plasma treatments e)
ultraviolet (UV) ozone treatment f) different combinations of the above. We have measured surface sheet resistance of the
samples and investigated surface morphology of the treated samples and compared them to "as-received" samples. Several
treatments giving best results have been selected to investigate further their influence on the performance of OLEDs.
OLEDs have been fabricated using ITO substrates treated with treatments selected, as well as a control OLED fabricated on
"as-received" ITO. The impact of ITO treatments on the performance of OLEDs have been investigated on two types of
devices, OLEDs with and without transport layer, having the structures glassflTO/Alq3/Al and glass! ITO!TPD!A1q3!Al,
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respectively, where Alq3 (tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum) is emitting layer and TPD (N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'-bis(3-
methyl-phenyl)- 1 ,1 'biphenil-4,4'diamine) is a hole transport layer.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we describe the performed surface treatments and experiments
used for characterization of the treated ITO substrates. In Section 3, obtained results are presented and discussed. Finally,
conclusions are drawn.

2. EXPERIMENT

ITO glass substrates with surface sheet resistance 23.5 Q/square have been supplied by Varitronix Limited, Hong
Kong. The samples have been cut into squares 2 cmx2 cm. The samples for scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) have
been cut into 5mmx5 mm squares. All the substrates have been cleaned prior treatment, first by rubbing with cotton and
acetone, then in ultrasonic bath for 10 minutes in acetone, ethanol, and deionized water, respectively, and blow dried in
nitrogen.

Acid treatment has been performed by dipping the substrate into aqueous acid solution. The following acids and
concentrations were investigated: acetic acid CH3COOH (O.O1M), trifluoroacetic acid CF3COOH (O.O1M), methane sulfonic
acid CH3SO3H (O.O1M), phosphoric acid H3P04 (O.O1M), sulphuric acid H2S04 (O.O1M), fluoroboric acid HBF4 (O.O1M),
and hydrochloric acid HC1 (30.8 %) . The samples were kept in the solution for 5 minutes except in the case of HC1, where
due to higher acid concentration treatment lasted 1 minute. Plasma treatment has been performed for ten minutes under
pressure 20 Pa and DC voltage 500 V. UV ozone treatment has been performed for ten minutes, with 12 cm distance
between 20 W UV light source and the sample. Thermal annealing has been performed at 200°C for two hours in air and 1
'/2 hour in nitrogen. Mechanical treatment has been performed using clean room wiper rubbing. The samples were
ultrasonically cleaned with deionized water after mechanical treatment.

The treated ITO substrates were characterized by measuring sheet resistance and investigating surface morphology.
Surface sheet resistance have been determined by four point probe method. STM images have been obtained using Digital
Instruments Nanoscope lilA in STM E-scan with constant current mode. The substrates subjected to different treatments
were used to fabricate OLEDs. Two types of devices have been fabricated (OLEDs with and without transport layer),
having the structures glass/ITO/Alq3(100 nm)/Al and glass! ITO!TPD(60 nm)!A1q3(60 nm)!Al, respectively, where A1q3
(tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum) is emitting layer and TPD (N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'-bis(3-methyl-phenyl)- 1,1 'biphenil-
4,4'diamine) is a hole transport layer. The organic layers have been evaporated in high vacuum. Pressure during evaporation
was of the order iO Pa. The evaporation rate was 1-2 A!s. The distance from source to film is about 23 cm to ensure
uniformity of film thickness, and the substrate holder is rotating (rotation speed is 7 revolutions per second). The thickness
of the films has been controlled using quartz thickness monitor TM 400, Maxtek Inc. For characterization of fabricated
OLEDs, luminance has been measured using LS- 100 Minolta luminance meter.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results obtained in this work and the results from the literature are summarized in Table I. The work function has been
estimated from the tunneling current in STM measurement. The effect of the work function on the tunneling current at
barrier width s is determined by:21

(1)

where m is the electron mass and h is the Planck constant, and ço and ço are the work functions of materials compared. If we
assume that the work function of untreated ITO is 4.5 eV (most commonly obtained value in the literature),5'14'20 we can
deduce the change in the work function induced by a surface treatment. Fig. 1 shows STM images of a) Untreated ITO b)
air plasma treated ITO c) oxygen plasma treated ITO d) CF3COOH treated ITO e) CH3COOH treated ITO f) HBF4 treated
ITO g) H3P04 treated ITO h) H2S04 treated ITO i) HC1 treated ITO j) mechanically treated ITO. It can be observed that the
mechanical rubbing produces the smoothest surface, with root mean square surface roughness equal 0.07 nm. This is in
agreement with the results of Fujita et al.13 who also obtained very smooth surface with mechanical rubbing but detected no
change in the work function. Kim et al.5 have observed decrease in the work function after mechanical rubbing, slight
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decrease in surface roughness, and small increase in sheet resistance. The increase in sheet resistance is in agreement with
our results, but we have obtained increase in the work function and significantly smoother surface.

Table I Properties of ITO for different surface treatments

Surface treatment Sheet resistance (�/ ) Work function (eV) Surface roughness (nm)
as-received 1 1.2, 14. 8 Ref.

16.1 Ref.5
35 Ref.'5
—10 Ref.'4
�20 Ref. '°
100 Ref.'7

23.5 this work

4.1 Ref.'2
5.15 Ref.9
4.5 Ref.'4
4.4 Ref.'5
4.5 Ref.5
4 Ref.'7

4.5 Ref.2°

2.6 Ref.5
2.9 this work

mechanical rubbing 16.3 (paper) Ref.5
16.5 (teflon) Ref.5

26.6 this work

4.2 (paper) Ref.5
4.2 (teflon) Ref.5
4.71 this work

2.3 Ref.5
2.4 Ref.5

0.07 this work
Ar plasma 16.7/17.3/17.0 Ref.5 4.2 Ref.'2

5.16 Ref.9
4.3 Ref.'4
4.5 Ref.5
4.3 Ref.2°

10.9/15.4/23.0 Ref.5

oxygen plasma 16.4115.0116.4 Ref.5

9.9, 9.6 Ref.3'4
22.9 this work

4.3514.7514.65 Ref.5

4.7 Ref'2
4.55 this work

1.4/1.4/2.1 Ref.5

1.9 this work

Ar150% 02 plasma 6 Ref.'4

airplasma 5,44Ref.9

5.36 this work

2.3 this work

H3P04 27.3 this work 5.1 Ref.'5

4,87 this work
1.7 this work

HPF6 4.8 Ref.'5
11N03 4.5 Ref.'5
NaUll 4.2 Ref.'5

N(C4H9)40H 3.9 Ref.'5

aquaregia 18,5/23.5/28.6 Ref.5
28.8, 22,2 Ref.3'4

46/4.3/4.7 Ref.5 3.8/8.4/8.8 Ref"

aquaregia/oxygen plasma 27.7 Ref,5

21.7, 19.6_Ref.3'4

4.6 Ref.5 6.0 Ref.5

oxygen plasma/aquaregia >3OO Ref.5
29.1, 26.4 Ref,3'4

4.7 Ref.5 1.8 Ref.5

RCA 19.6 Ref.5 435 Ref.5 3.4 Ref.5
Uv ozone 22.5 this work -'5.1 Ref,'7

4.75Ref.2°

annealing in air, at 200°C, 22.4 this work
in N2, at 200°C, 23.2 this work

(at 500°C) -'4,25 eV Ref.'7

CH3COO}I 23.6thiswork 4.76thiswork 2.4this work
CF3COOH 23.2 this work 4.89 this work 2.2 this work
CH3SO3TI 24.1 this work

H2504 24,7thiswork 4.66thiswork 1.3this work
IIBP4 24.8 this work 4,66 this work 1.2 this work

HC1 26.3thiswork 4.54thiswork 1.3 this work
H3P04/UV ozone 22,8 this work

CF3COOH/UV ozone 22.7 this work
"2S0d'V ozone 23.3 this work

HC1IUV ozone 28.4 this work
Uv ozoneIfl3PO4 23.0 this work

TW ozone/CF3COOH 23.8 this work
Uv ozoneIll2SO4 23.2 this work
Uv ozonefllCl 40.0 this work
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j)

d) e) f)

Fig. 1 STM images of a) Untreated ITO b) air plasma treated ITO c)
oxygen plasma treated ITO d) CF3COOH treated ITO e) CH3COOH treated
ITO f) HBF4 treated ITO g) 113P04 treated ITO h) 112S04 treated ITO i)
HCI treated ITOj) mechanically treated ITO.
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Figure2 Luminance vs. voltage for ITO/ Alq/A1 OLEDs, for different treatments of ITO surface. For all three cases, UV ozone treatment
has been performed prior to acid treatment. Dash-dot line denotes untreated ITO, solid line denotes UV ozone+H3P04 treated ITO, dashed

line denotes UV ozone+CF3COOH treated ITO, and dotted line denotes UV ozone+H2S04 treated iTO.
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Figure 3 Luminance vs. voltage for ITO/ Alq/Al OLEDs, for different treatments of ITO surface. For all three cases, UV ozone treatment
has been performed prior to acid treatment. Solid line denotes untreated ITO, dashed line denotes 1W ozone+I-lCl treated sample, dotted

line denotes UV ozone treated ITO, dashed-dot-dot line denotes UV ozone+}12S04 treated ITO

All acid treatments except CF3COOH cause increase in the surface sheet resistance, and all acids cause increase in the work
function and decrease in the surface roughness. Combinations of acid treatments and UV ozone reduce sheet resistance,
except in the case of HC1 and UV ozone combination treatment. In order to investigate the influence of the UV ozone+acid
combination treatment, we have fabricated two types of devices: OLEDs with and without transport layer, having the
structures glassflTO/Alq3/Al and glass! ITOITPD!Alq3!Al. For single layer devices, only UV ozone +H3P04 treatment
results in better performance compared to the OLED fabricated on untreated ITO substrate. For two layer devices, UV
ozone + HC1 treated one exhibits significantly better performance compared to other devices. For UV ozone +H3P04 treated
substrate, the light emission is uneven (there exist very bright small regions embedded in dimly lit surface) and device is
bumt out at much lower voltage. This is probably due to non-uniform hole injection. Fujita et 13 have concluded that
oxygen plasma treatment causes enhanced crystallization of TPD layer, and this effect, together with non uniformity of layer
thickness, may contribute to uneven luminescence and low breakdown voltage. All other acids in combination with UV
ozone treatment improve the device performance. The most significant improvement has been obtained for UV ozone +
HC1 treated ITO, which surprisingly results in the highest sheet resistance. Mechanical treatment improves the stability of
the device, though luminance is lower compared to untreated ITO. This is in agreement with results of Fujita et 13

Therefore, there exists complex dependence of the device performance on the ITO substrate, sheet resistance and surface
roughness, and it would be difficult to define simple guidelines concerning these parameters which would result in the best
device performance. Furthermore, optimal ff0 treatment is device structure dependent, i.e. different treatments produce the
best results for single layer and two layer OLEDs.
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4. CONCLUSION

We have investigated a) mechanical treatments (mechanical rubbing, followed by ultrasonic bath), b) chemical treatments
(dipping into aqueous solutions of various acids, including acids which have not been investigated previously) c) thermal
treatments (thermal annealing in different atmospheres) d) plasma treatments e) UV ozone treatment f) different
combinations of the above. We have measured surface sheet resistance of the samples and investigated surface morphology
of the treated samples and compared them to "as-received" samples. The lowest surface roughness is obtained by
mechanical rubbing, the highest work function by air plasma treatment, and the lowest sheet resistance by UV ozone
treatment and thermal annealing in air at 200°C. We have selected several treatments giving best results. Then we have
fabricated OLEDs using ITO substrates treated with treatments selected, as well as a control OLED fabricated on "as-
received" ITO. The impact of ITO treatments on the performance of OLEDs have been investigated on two types of devices,
OLEDs with and without transport layer, having the structures glass11TO/Alq/Al and glass! ITO/TPD!AlqIAl, respectively,
where A1q3 (tris-(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum) is emitting layer and TPD (N,N'-diphenyl-N,N'-bis(3-methyl-phenyl)-
1,l'biphenil-4,4'diamine) is a hole transport layer. The best device performance has been obtained for two layer OLED
grown on UV ozone+HC1 treated ITO substrate.
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